2011 chevy camaro headlights

Chevrolet Camaro owners have reported 19 problems related to headlights under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Camaro based on all problems reported for the
Camaro. The headlights have become progressively dimmer over time. Replacing the bulbs and
the ballast does not remedy the issue. What happens is the reflector inside the projector starts
to fail which directly affects the light output. The only fix for this is completely new headlight
housings. As of now it is literally impossible to drive my vehicle at night safely. See all
problems of the Chevrolet Camaro. The hid headlamps on the Camaro ss are not providing
enough light to illuminate the road which is a safety hazard when driving at night. The vehicle
headlights over the last year have become unacceptably dim. There are many reports from other
owners of Camaro ss that report the same problem with many pointing to the problem being the
hid system reflector housing getting damaged by the heat from the bulb causing insufficient
level of light being reflected out in front of vehicle. With the severely diminished visibility from
the headlights a driver cannot see further than 30 feet or so in front of the car at night. Visibility
is much worse if rain present at night. I'm forced to use my car at any time of the day including
night and I have been very close to having an accident multiple times due to poor visibility, my
understanding is that there has not been fatalities reported related to this issue yet but it s a
matter of time and we shouldn't wait until there are fatalities or injuries before this issue is
addressed and a recall is issued by chevy. The headlight assembly is the problem and there are
other unsuspecting owners that continue to drive their cars each day with this severe safety
issue. Thank you. The headlights on my Camaro 2ss with hid headlights have gotten so dim that
I am afraid to drive the car at night because the car doesn't light up the road at all. I only use it
during the day. If I need to go somewhere at night I have to use my other vehicle. I've read all
over the internet that everyone that has these cars are having the same problem. The contact
owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact stated that while driving at 55 mph, the headlamps
became inoperable. An abnormal popping sound was heard coming from the radio. Several
minutes after the failure, the headlamps resumed normal operation independent of driver input.
Additionally, the popping sound was also heard while the turn signals were activated. A dealer
was not notified of the failure. The vehicle was not taken to be diagnosed nor repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure and a complaint was filed. The vehicle was not repaired.
The failure mileage was approximately 35, Heat from the bulb, causes the plastic reflective dish
at the rear of the light assembly to warp and crack the mirror reflective finish causing
diminished throw distance from the headlights. With the severely diminished visibility from the
headlights, a driver me cannot see much further than 30 feet or so in front of the car at night. If
rain is present at night, a driver me cannot see the road at all except for the center line street
markings and sometimes the road shoulder or curb just near the front end of the car. This
makes it impossible to drive the vehicle at night and especially in raining conditions. I have
changed the bulbs twice using the same manufacturer bulbs before identifying this defect in
manufacturing with no change in result. This a huge safety issue for all and up models with high
intensity discharge headlamps with severely diminished visibility putting drivers at harms risk
and other drivers around vehicles with the same defect. Making it difficult if not impossible to
see lines in the road adequately, pedestrians, construction markers and roadway shoulders and
curbs and could lead to accidents that could've been prevented. There has been no TSB or
response from Chevrolet that I could find regarding remedy to this issue and it needs to be
researched and looked at. It has taken me this long to figure out what the problem is after
researching with other owners having the same issue. With the difficulty to diagnose that the
headlight assembly is the problem, other unsuspecting owners continue to drive their cars each
day with this severe safety issue. Issue is inside the light assembly. Vehicle's headlights over
the past year have become unacceptably dim. Hid system reflector housing damaged by heat
from bulb, causing insufficient level of light being reflected out in front of vehicle. Reflecting
bowl in headlight deteriorated and I cannot see the road at night. The front headlight is dim, not
completely out. I took the vehicle to the dealer and they stated that 3 people came in for the
same problem. Says the balance and the light bulb has to be replaced. I notice the light was dim
when driving. Hid headlights do not light up the road properly at night causing dangerous
driving. Tl the contact owns a Chevrolet Camaro. The contact stated that the stereo made a loud
abnormal popping noise. All the warning indicators illuminated on the instrument panel when
the noise occurred. In addition, the headlights flickered off and on, which made it difficult to
drive at night. The vehicle was taken to blue diamond Chevrolet Buick GMC s carbon Ave, price,
ut , where the mechanic stated that there was no recall for the failures; therefore, the contact
would be responsible for the repair costs. The dealer could not determine the cause of the
failures. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failures and did not assist. The failure mileage was 60, The VIN was unknown. Headlight

housing deteriorated causing loss of road illumination at night. Major safey issue and will fail
inspection. The contact stated that while driving, the interior lights in the vehicle flickered. In
addition, the front headlamps also flickered. The contact also stated that the check engine
warning light remained illuminated while driving which caused the vehicle to drive rough. The
vehicle was taken to simpson Chevrolet located at trask Ave, garden grove, CA , and the ecu
was reset however, the failure persisted. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
failure mileage was 37, On rs models with the hid headlights, the plastic reflector for the hid
capsule cracks and breaks down, greatly reducing light output. This is an internal component to
the headlight assembly. Also 3 days prior to this accident the traction control system failed
while driving 40 in a 55 zone while raining, consumer went into a skid and ran off the road but
there was no property damage. Water is getting down in lense of headlight on front passenger's
side, and causing bulb to blow out. Please provide any further information. Headlights flash on
and off everytime consumer drives vehicle. Dealership has not been able to determine cause of
defect. Vehicle has 39, miles on it and it needs another brake job for the 3rd time. Headlights
flicker , appears to go completely off at no set time has been in repair 10 times for this. When
traveling at any speed vehicle pulls to the right, causing poor steering control. Please provide
any further details. Dealer has been contacted and told consumer that this was normal
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Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. Prev 1 Next. Though they are the biggest, there are other
options available, especially if you are looking for rare and unique styles to replace your stock
Camaro Head Lights. They often have more focused product lines, with specializations in
certain rare applications as well as offering unique features. The Euro CCFL Halo Head Lamps
from these companies are great for keeping your Chevrolet Camaro differentiated from the
pack, since unlike the bigger brands, they have much smaller production runs and can be very
hard to find. As with all tail lens and head lamps even your OEM ones , putting a extra seal of
silicone sealant available at any hardware or automotive part store along the seam of your
Chevrolet Camaro CCFL Halo Projector Head Lights virtually guarantees they will stay clean and
new looking for the life of your Camaro. Sonar Halo Projector head lights use a convex lens to
project the light of your low beams over a wider area, increasing the overall viewing area of your
Camaro's headlamps. These Camaro Black Projector Halo Lights can be a great for improving
nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around you. Sonar aka Spyder
has long been the most popular brand of aftermarket custom lighting, and for good reason due
to their large selection, striking designs, and affordability. These Chevrolet Camaro Sonar Halo
Projector Black Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by taking the existing light put out
by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting in increased field of vision. Halo
LED Projector head lights use a convex lens to project the light of your low beams over a wider
area, increasing the overall viewing area of your Camaro's headlamps. These Chevrolet Camaro
Sonar L. Halo Projector Black Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by taking the
existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting in
increased field of vision. Halo Projector Chrome Head Lamps enhance your night time driving
by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area,
resulting in increased field of vision. These Camaro Chrome Projector Halo Lights can be a
great for improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around you.
These Chevrolet Camaro Sonar Halo Projector Chrome Head Lamps enhance your night time
driving by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider
area, resulting in increased field of vision. In addition to their unique styling, they convert the
headlamp beam into a projector beam by the use of a carefully engineered convex lens. The
halos act as rings of light surrounding the headlight bulb areas accentuating and increasing the
amount of light output. The halo wires are left unwired, allowing the user to decide if they want
the halo to function as signal lights, parking lights, or to be operated independently of other
light functions accomplished by splicing the wires into the appropriate locations. QTY: 0. All
rights reserved. User Rating. Free Continental US. Manufactured from top quality components,
this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance
needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
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Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Camaro
Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: A1R Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th
Feb 15, Perfect fit fast delivery and cheapest price we found!!! Dawn Greer. Purchased on Jan
28, Jan 12, Definitely worth it! Amazing quality! Seriously can't tell the difference between these
and OEM I have one of each on my car. Taylor Ogle. Purchased on Aug 12, Oct 15, Eagle Eye
headlight matches perfect. I had to laugh because I looked for the Eagle eye headlight but
couldn't find one for the passenger side. My drivers side had been replaced with an Eagle Eye
headlight. So I ordered the one from CarParts. When it arrived it box had Eagle Eye written all
over it. I was very happy because one new headlight and one tha
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t was 10 years old didn't get it for me. Thank you CarParts. Purchased on Oct 01, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately,
there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving
habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these
tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and
your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types
of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in
older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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